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Diwali
A night when a country outshines the Sun,
A night when the Universe witnesses the Fun …

The Operations Club of SIMS
Newsletter Design: Abhinav Sinha, 2013-15, SIMS

Dear Readers,

Diwali

Before you start, we would like to take
this opportunity to introduce this special
edition of Lead Time to you.

A festival of candles and diyas
A festival which reunites
A festival of spreading happiness
A festival of lighting homes

Diwali has long been a unique occasion for
each and every Indian, and every
association with this festival brings out a
special kind of love and warmth that has
seldom been experienced before. Keeping
in line with this observation, we bring out
the Diwali edition of Lead Time, which
unlike our previous editions, contains
many more articles and exciting
experiences to read. This is Diwali after all,
not just any other festival, and it deserves
a special treatment!
So, without delaying your journey any
more, we wish you and your family a very
efficient, thoroughly optimised and welloiled Diwali! Happy reading!
-

Comes a day which is dear to all
Love spreads to one and all
Time of year when everyone you love is
near
These moments so precious and dear
We crack some fire-cracker
We spread some laughter
We love to be around each other
We’ll always remember the time spent
together
-

Jayant Kumar Nath, 2013-2015,
SIMS

Team Noesis
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A Bearing Today to Keep Darkness
Away
A first-hand experience of what ‘getting a job done’
actually means - When lakhs of people needed 1 bearing
to be stolen from the home of a supplier in order to enjoy
uninterrupted power supply on a Diwali night, what could
a depleted mechanical maintenance team of a power
plant do?
- Abhinav Sinha, 2013-15, SIMS
The festival of light, often regarded by nearly the entire country as one of the most
enjoyable and fun-filled breaks, is usually viewed in a completely antagonistic sense
by power producers across the country, especially considering the huge power gap
existing in the country. Due to the expectedly high demand of regular power during
this period, power producers actually have to burn midnight oil and turn all tables to
keep the plants running and in full flow. What separates this condition from any
other vacation or festive period is the fact that nearly half of the operation and
maintenance team (O & M) is unanimously on leave. Thus, not only do the
companies have to continuously provide power to the population, but they also
have to achieve this humongous task with a significantly reduced strength of
workers. In such situations, any emergency throws up the possibility of spiralling
into a complete amalgamation of panicked calls, tensed workers and impossibly
cruel deadlines. The situations become more than a just a play of skill, mind,
expertise and experience, and the usual casualties in such dire spots are rules, work
timings and ethics.
As we enter the Diwali season of 2013, I’d like to talk about one of my experiences
during the same festival two years ago, which I must clarify, is usually not associated
with any memories of fondness, life or job satisfaction. I was in my second Diwali as
a Senior Engineer in-charge of Mechanical Maintenance of particular areas at my
plant, and I was among the chosen few who had been selected to take the golden
ring to the fires of Mount Doom. This of course, had nothing to do with my
competence (or lack of it) - those who applied for vacations earlier had the dibs on
getting it approved. Thus, for the second year in a row, I was in the team of lessthan-half strength tasked with the daunting responsibility of keeping all the
equipments in our area up and running. And believe me – what we faced that
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fateful Diwali is something that often elicits the question of ‘Ethics vs. Targets’ in
countless GD’s and HR sessions in MBA schools. But when face-to-face with such
situations, a pros and cons analysis is actually the last thing on anyone’s mind.
My plant, today India’s largest single location power plant based on coal, was half
producing and half commissioning during the second half of 2011. This meant that there
were 4 smaller units (non-technical terminology used for easy reading) which were
producing power, and 5 larger units which were under commissioning (almost ready for
producing power). Commercially, the plant stood to gain much more from the larger
units. Hence, as the festive season approached, the deadline for commissioning and
readying one of the units was brought forward by the top management, who must
suddenly have realized the impending bag of profits that could be gained in this period.
Thus, although many handovers of equipments occurred in the month before Diwali,
most of them were teethed with initial issues and faults. Nevertheless, as the festival
neared, a lot of effort went into procuring the spares for these equipments from our
side. One of the most important spares for rotating equipments – bearings – was given a
higher priority, and thus a decent number of it was procured for the newer pumps.
Having been in such a situation in the previous year as well, I did have a more-than-faint
idea of what to expect in the coming week – unusually large number of pump
breakdowns, few workmen, and loads of calls! So, a couple of days before Diwali, when
multiple water supplying pumps broke down, we were unusually calm and inert – we’d
been there before, and done that. Along with a senior colleague, I was assigned the
pumps supplying water to the four smaller units. We were to rotate shifts of twelve
hours each, thus ensuring that by the night of Diwali, we had 75% equipment availability.
However, halfway through the work, one of the two major pumps supplying water to the
newer ‘large’ unit went out – the vibrations had reached unexpectedly high levels, and it
had to be shut down to prevent further damage to the accompanying parts. With just
one pump remaining, all priorities suddenly changed. The senior colleague, who had just
completed his twelve hour shift, was recalled to attend the issues.
With a small team of the only workforce available, he started to attend the dismantling,
inspection, correction and assembly process of the huge pump. The external casing was
removed, and the pump was slowly but efficiently dismantled. The inspection and
cleaning process started about two hours later. It was a cracked bearing which was
causing the high vibrations. I remember it was around 3 in the afternoon – Diwali was
next day. I had just completed a telephonic conversation with my colleague, and
everything seemed to be on track. But life often tends to be the opposite gender of dogs,
and in a clear recognition of this fact, the single running pump started developing high
vibrations as well. An hour and further analyses later, a deadline emerged – the last
working pump would be running for approximately one more hour. And then, with the
rate at which the fifth unit (the larger one) was gulping down water, the storage tanks
would only last through the night. Moreover, a single pump would not be able to cope
up with the rate of guzzle of water by unit five, hence two running pumps were a
complete
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necessity. As a status recall, Diwali, for lakhs of people, would be without lights (the unit
generated 660 MW of power; Mumbai alone consumed 3800 MW approximately, so do
the math about the expected number of people left without power – Mumbai named
only for reference).
We had our targets and blockades, all in front of us. The latter were many, which
included lack of workmen (I was engaging a similarly sized group in a separate area), lack
of engineers (only the two of us), lack of time for completion of any of the issues (none
of the pumps could be attended in time to compensate for the last dying one), but most
of them could be handled with a compromise here and there. All were manageable
except one – lack of spares; bearings, to be more precise. Now, traditionally, in case of a
group of two or three similar pumps, we often ordered a bearing set for one pump to
keep as spare stock. For this particular pump, four bearings were used by a single pump,
which meant that we were required to have 4 individual bearings as spare. However,
since the pump was new, and bearings were not grown on trees, it used to take some
time for them to arrive at the plant. The supplier, who was providing the bearings, had
handed over just one out of the ordered four to the company’s store (with it already
consumed in the current pump). Thus begun the mad scramble for one more bearing.
Status recall: Diwali, for lakhs of people, would be without lights for want of a bearing.
Tons of calls were made thereafter, some of them to suppliers, some of them to OEMs,
while some of them to other mechanical maintenance divisions. However, there was no
spare bearing to be found anywhere – not of the required specification, at least.
Frustration in the team was now growing – not only was the on-going task of attending
the already downed pumps being neglected, but the incoming prospect of the unit
stopping on the day of Diwali was becoming a reality with every passing minute. The
vibrations of the third pump had now reached the level where it was about to be
automatically tripped by the existing sensor interlock. Perspiring at winds speeds of 50
kmph was something that was new to us as well. It wasn’t just the noble thought of
working for the lakhs of people who would enjoy the festival of lights without light that
was forcing us to work so hard to get a damn bearing – frankly speaking. If the unit five
remained shut throughout the period of Diwali, preventing the company from making
tons of money, it could be our very jobs on the line. The other gender of the dog that life
had become was nearly biting us into unemployment!
However, half an hour after the tripping of the third and final pump, there came a silver
lining – one last hope. The heavy deluge of calls had yielded an unlikely option – one
bearing was traced to the house of a supplier of our plant. Unfortunately, as always,
there was a catch. The supplier was out of station, and was out of range for any sort of
conversation – Diwali vacations. In a desperate attempt to somehow save our backs, one
more call was made to the superiors of the particular supplier who had traced the
bearing. A parallel call was made to our reporting authority about the situation and the
expected solution. We needed support from the powers that be – or as the status recalls,
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Diwali, for lakhs of people, would be without lights because one damn bearing was lying
hopelessly in the bedroom of an on-leave supplier.
Five calls and fifteen minutes later, we achieved the first breakthrough of the evening,
most of it attributed to our reporting authority. The superior of the supplier had agreed
to give us the bearing, but he would not be responsible as to how the bearing reached
us. In short, his intentions could be quantified as, “Okay, you can use the bearing, but I
am not giving it to you. You have to go and get it yourself. If you can manage that, I’ll
manage the reactions of my employee.” If there had been any stamina left in us for
ridiculing a response, it would have happened then and there only. How could we steal a
bearing from a supplier’s locked house? We were Mechanical Maintenance for God’s
sake, not the team of talented thieves in the Italian Job! Our reporting authorities
presented the case to their authorities – the corporate. Once again, their intentions
could be quantified as, “On the auspicious day of Diwali, we want unit five to be running,
just like the other four smaller units. Happy Diwali.” In short, we were politely ordered to
do whatever we could to prevent the unit five from stopping. Which further meant, that
before the night ended, two pumps were required to be running. Which further
proposed that we had to break into a locked house, get the bearing and put it into the
goddamn pump. End of. Status recall: Diwali, for lakhs of people, would be without lights
if we did not steal a bearing after breaking into a house.
The time was around seven in the evening when mission ‘sneaking-into-our-supplier’shouse-and-getting-the-godforsaken-bearing’ took shape. As we were at a significant lack
of managers who would want to look over this covert work, a team of three people were
made – one skilled helper (contract employee, not an employee of the company), one
unskilled helper (same again) and one employee of the Operation team to manage the
first two (employee of the company, but not permanent). Three tools were given to the
soldiers – one hacksaw (which was basically a saw meant for cutting metal), one soft
hammer (which basically had a non-metallic head, so that the sound of hitting the lock
would be minimized) and three spare hacksaw blades (the blades broke easily if not
handled skilfully, and we couldn’t take chances of thieves having no spare blades). A
company vehicle was then arranged to carry the soldiers to the rendezvous point. At half
past seven, the mission had started. We were the logistics team – staying connected to
the team of thieves and reporting the status to the higher authorities. At the same time,
our own assembly work was under progress, albeit at a snail’s pace.
At fifteen minutes past eight, the location was reached at. The Operation employee,
after asking various neighbours in the locality, zeroed down on the locked house of the
supplier. It was on the first floor, and being vacant, no lights were on near the door.
Happy at the prevailing darkness, the employee gave the green light after one final
confirmation from our side. The helpers started their work. Slowly and carefully, the
metal U of the lock was cut. We were standing by, nervous to the core. I was personally
thinking what this experience was bringing
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going on as expected. Status recall: Diwali, for lakhs of people, finally had a chance of
being enjoyed with lights.
And then the opposite gender of dogs bit us again. Back at the house of the supplier, one
nosey neighbour suddenly spotted three people trying to break into the adjacent house.
Shouting and crying as though he’d never seen a robbery, he charged in towards the
hapless helpers and the employee of our company – all of them caught red-handed with
a hacksaw, soft hammer, three spare blades and one half cut lock. All hell broke loose. As
the employee later explained the condition to us, in less than five minutes, there were
about twenty to thirty people surrounding them, ready to thrash them like anything.
During those days, our company did not have a uniform policy; hence the employee that
we had sent was in a regular outfit. Luckily, he had forgotten to remove his ID card from
his belt, and it was the best thing that he was caught with. Moments before being
thrashed, one particular neighbour heard his cries of the name of the company. As luck
would have it, this neighbour was an employee of my company himself. Immediately on
hearing the company’s name, he came forward and took the initiative. He did not allow
anyone of the neighbours to lay their hands on the caught employee. He made a call to
his boss, who in turn contacted his boss, and in the ensuing chain of talks, the
confirmation was made. These thieves were sent on company duty. The tensions were
quickly soothed, and the atmosphere was calmed down. The adrenaline charged
neighbours were slowly sent back to their homes. The trembling helpers finally resumed
their work, and the break-in was successful. At quarter past nine, the vehicle with the
required bearing and the team were on their way back to the plant. Status recall: Diwali,
for lakhs of people, would be without lights if one lone neighbour had not stood up for
the red-handed team.
The work finally completed at around 6 in the morning on the day of Diwali. None of us
had gone home the entire night. I spent the evening of Diwali sleeping like hell. Of
course, the calls kept coming and I was back in the plant the next day – I was on Diwali
duty, after all. One of the most important lessons that I learnt during this experience,
apart from the fact that life can be the opposite gender of dogs anytime, was that it
takes a very solid stand to side on ethics when working. That evening, if we had chosen
not to engage in stealing a mere bearing, it could have cost us our jobs. Or even our boss’
job if he hadn’t allowed us to proceed. Although it is quite exciting to state in a GD that
ethics is important while working, the reality is that the target is of the highest
importance in a work place – how you attain it is worthless. For example, on the day of
Diwali, the report that was sent to the corporates contained the following theme – “3
pumps assembled, trial taken and running successfully.” How it was achieved was
quintessentially immaterial. The supplier, meanwhile, still supplies bearings to the plant,
and although his superiors were not really friendly in their responses, they did allow us
to carry out something dangerously illegal. They helped us at a time when there was zero
hope, and that is all that matters. The target, after all, was important, not how we
achieved it. (Views expressed are personal)
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Risk Pooling and Its Impact on the
Supply Chain
Optimising between Demand and Supply is the key for global
firms.
- Sheeba Pathak, 2013-15, SIMS
The fundamental goal of any organisation and department is to maximise value and
profits. Taking a cue from “The Goal”, it cannot be achieved independently, hence the
complete organisation ought to have the same goal and vision. How does one implement
in achieving the same? The key point in question is the consumer’s demand, need and
want that ought to be catered to. However there are times when the demand differs
across geographies. For instance if there are 5 brands of the same company
incorporating similar products within the same line across different geographies; the
demand for each product would be different in every location. Let the number of
locations be 3. There are chances that the demand at location 1 is the maximum, the
least at location 2 and an intermediate amount of demand at location 3 hence leading to
an intermediate amount of throughput.
In this situation the risk of an excessive production in area 3 and almost a situation of
stock-out in location 1 (where demand and sales are in tandem; hence no amount of
products in the inventory) is high. Here is where “Risk Pooling” comes into the picture.
Risk pooling is an important concept in supply chain management. It primarily suggests
that demand variability is reduced if one aggregates demand across different locations;
thus a higher demand from one customer will be offset by the lower demand from the
other. To put it across simply risk pooling is a statistical concept that suggests that
demand variability is reduced if one can aggregate demand, example, across locations,
across products or even across time. Here risk is inherent in terms of demand forecasts
and the actual demand being met. Thus to “pool” or reduce the impact at each location
it is aggregated in the sense that the amount of demand at each location is forecasted
and the average demand and standard deviation for the same are calculated. To
elucidate with an example:
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It is important to note that demand variability depends primarily on the correlation
coefficient and thus when markets are negatively correlated, the higher the coefficient of
variation, greater is the benefit obtained from risk pooling. In addition, a useful guideline
to think about the impact on various operations and supply chain decisions is that the
aggregate forecasts are always more accurate than individual forecasts.
Thus, coming back to the original example of the 5 brands across 3 different locations;
there are different departments of manufacturers, the sales and marketing departments,
finances etc. Hence in every location there would be a standalone department. Common
sense prevails, this duplication of resources (of all the inputs: man, machine, material,
minutes and money) is redundant and hence a waste. Thus this is where risk pooling
plays a pivotal tool and thus it can gravely affect the inventory and reduce the amount of
safety stock.

Where risk pooling should be considered when making decisions:
1) Inventory Management – As mentioned above the less variability in demand the less
safety stock is required to buffer against fluctuations. In addition, the more consolidated
the inventory, the easier it is to manage everything in entirety hence lesser the risk of
obsolescence. Apple has very few products and options therefore it comes as no
surprise that according to Gartner they have the highest inventory turnover in the
electronics industry - 74, which means Apple turns its entire inventory every five days.
2) Warehouse location and product flow – The decisions on whether to have many
warehouses close to the customers or more centralized locations should consider the risk
pooling effects. By centralizing a product in one location, you can take advantage of the
aggregated demand. On the other hand, you need to consider proximity to customers
and other factors that may push towards maintaining more warehouses. The
characteristics of each product also comes into play here as high demand products with
low variability are not impacted as much by the risk pooling effect while low volume high
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variability products are highly vulnerable.
3) Transportation – The more consolidated the products and the warehouses are, the
cheaper the transportation costs as shipments can be sent in larger batches. Therefore
considering the transportation impact on these decisions is important.
4) Product Design and Postponement – Delayed differentiation in product design by
creating a more generic product and adding some of the details once demand is
revealed. This allows the use of aggregated demand for the generic product which is
much more accurate than the demand for the differentiated products. Benetton is
famous for using postponement tactics at the actual sequencing point of the production
process, whereby dying of the garments is not completed until the agent network have
provided market intelligence on what particular products are in demand in which
locations.
Decisions on the number of choices and complexity in products can benefit from risk
pooling considerations – the less colour choices or other options the simpler the demand
forecast and many other aspects of the supply chain since the aggregated demand is
easier to determine. A famous example is HP which created a universal power cord for its
LaserJet printers so that it did not need to differentiate between the ones shipped to
different parts of the world.
How do you take risk pooling into account in practice?
Your customer value and business needs are the main drivers of your product offering,
procurement and manufacturing strategy and delivery methods. You also need to
balance the trade-offs of various strategic and tactical decisions using the appropriate
analytics software. But the concept of risk pooling helps you comprehend the impact of
adding more products, options, warehouses and any other complexity into your
operations; thus its benefits are easily visible when brand consolidation is in purview.
Referring to the example in the beginning, the 5 brands at 3 locations can easily be
merged into one umbrella brand and thus consolidate the varied departments and
functions under one roof. Centralization of the entire system and thus the aggregated
variability would lead to a reduction in the safety stock and ultimately in the amount
stocked in the inventory.

Reference http://www.supplychain247.com/article/the_most_important_concept_in_supply_chain
_management_-_risk_pooling
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Starbucks – What Goes on Behind the
Scenes
An insight into the world famous coffee house’s supply chain
practices …
- Mandeep Singh, 2013-15, SIMS

The history of Starbucks starts back in 1971 when the first store was opened in Seattle,
Washington. The name comes from the Herman Melville’s Moby Dick, a classic American
novel about the whaling industry. The seafaring name is appropriate for a store that
imports the world’s finest coffees to the cold, thirsty people of Seattle.
Initially, Starbucks sold just coffee beans and coffee making equipment rather than the
drinks they have become so famous for. After about 10 years, Howard Schultz was hired
as the director of Retail operations and came to the conclusion that they should be
selling drinks rather than just beans and machines. He couldn't convince the owners, so
he went his own way to start the Il Giornale chain of coffee bars in 1986. The next year,
Baldwin and the others sold Starbucks to Schultz who then renamed his Il Giornale
locations to Starbucks and quickly started to expand. After conquering Seattle, the chain
spreads across the United States and then internationally.
Now, it is the largest coffeehouse company in the world, with 20,891 stores in 62
countries. Starbucks Coffee has become a giant global company, but what exactly goes
into the process from coco beans in a field to a steaming cup of delicious coffee?
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The supply chain of Starbucks spans across almost 19 countries. Coco beans can come
from one country, milk from another, sugar from another and paper cups from entirely
different country. The one cup of coffee that you drink consists of ingredients that come
from different parts of the world.

The process for manufacturing coffee by Starbucks involves procurement of Raw
materials from farmers then roasting, manufacturing and packaging.
Starbucks uses the holistic approach for buying the coffee, which is called ‘Coffee and
Farmer Equity’ (C.A.F.E).
C.A.F.E is a set of measurable standards focused on the four areas:
1. Product Quality:
All coffee must meet their standards for high quality.
2. Economic Accountability:
Economic transparency is required. Suppliers must submit evidence of payments made
throughout the coffee supply chain to demonstrate how much of the price that is paid
for coffee gets to the farmer.
3. Social Responsibility:
Measures evaluated by third-party verifiers help protect the rights of workers and ensure
safe, fair and humane working and living conditions. Compliance with minimum-wage
requirements and prohibition of child and forced labor is mandatory.
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4. Environmental Leadership:
Measures evaluated by third-party verifiers help manage waste, protect water quality,
conserve water and energy, preserve biodiversity and reduce agrochemical use.
In 2012, 93% of coffee was ethically sourced through C.A.F.E practices, Fair-trade and/or
externally verified or certified programs. Starbucks have a goal of sourcing 100% of
coffee through C.A.F.E practice.
After purchasing green coffee, it’s then sent to roasting centers where the beans are
prepared. Starbucks have 6 roasting centers in the world. They are located in Kent
(Washington), York (Pennsylvania), Sandy Run (Columbia), Carson Valley, Amsterdam and
India. The company also relies on 24 co-manufacturers, most of them in Europe, Asia,
Latin America, and Canada. The manufacturing group has an efficient model for
delivering coffee beans to its processing plants, with the goal of manufacturing in the
region where the product is sold. The benefits of regionalizing its coffee production
allowed Starbucks to reduce its transportation costs and lead times.

The TATA group and Starbucks opened the roasting and packaging unit in India in
Kushalnagar, India’s Coorg coffee region, several hours outside of Bangalore. Owned by
Tata, which also half-owns Starbucks’ shops in India, it is the only roasting facility not
owned by Starbucks to roast coffee for Starbucks shops.
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One world, one logistics system
The creation of a single, global logistics system was important for Starbucks because of
its far-flung supply chain. The company generally brings coffee beans from Latin America,
Africa, and Asia to the United States and Europe in ocean containers. From the port of
entry, the "green" (unroasted) beans are trucked to six storage sites, either at a roasting
plant or nearby. After the beans are roasted and packaged, the finished product is
trucked to regional distribution centers, which range from 200,000 to 300,000 square
feet in size. Starbucks runs five regional distribution centers (DCs) in the United States;
two are company-owned and the other three are operated by third-party logistics
companies (3PLs). It also has two distribution centers in Europe and two in Asia, all of
which are managed by 3PLs. Coffee, however, is only one of many products held at these
warehouses. They also handle other items required by Starbucks' retail outlets—
everything from furniture to cappuccino mix.

Depending on their location, the stores are supplied by either the large, regional DCs or
by smaller warehouses called central distribution centers (CDCs). Starbucks uses 33 such
CDCs in the United States, seven in the Asia/Pacific region, five in Canada, and three in
Europe; currently, all but one are operated by third-party logistics companies. The CDCs
carry dairy products, baked goods, and paper items like cups and napkins. They combine
the coffee with these other items to make frequent deliveries via dedicated truck fleets
to Starbucks' own retail stores and to retail outlets that sell Starbucks-branded products.
Reorganization
In 2008, there was increase in operational cost with the decrease of sales. Between
October 2007 and October 2008, for example, supply chain expenses in the United States
rose from US $750 million to more than US $825 million, yet sales for U.S. stores that had
been open for at least one year dropped by 10 percent during that same period.
Chairman, President, and Chief Executive Officer Howard Schultz tapped Gibbons, who
was then senior vice president of global manufacturing operations looked into the
matter and came up with effective model.
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He assessed that how well the supply chain is serving to the stores and tried to find out
from where the cost is coming from. In response to his findings, Gibbons and his
leadership team devised a three-step supply chain transformation plan. Under that plan,
the company would first reorganize its supply chain organization, simplifying its structure
and more clearly defining functional roles. Next, Starbucks would focus on reducing the
cost to serve its stores while improving its day-to-day supply chain execution.
Gibbon was successful in implementing his plan and helped in curtailing costs worldwide
without compromising with the service delivery. With that it also helped in increasing its
savings and the supply chain was the major contributor in that.

References 1. http://seattletimes.com/html/businesstechnology/2020319716_starbucksdigest
xml.html
2. http://www.supplychain247.com/paper/starbucks_coffee_distribution_network
?utm_source=247&utm_medium=REL&utm_content=starbucks_coffee_distribut
ion_network&utm_campaign=WP
3. http://www.supplychain247.com/article/behind_the_scenes_at_starbucks_supp
ly_chain_operations
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E-Commerce in India: A Falling Giant or
Otherwise
A viewpoint on the prospects of electronic commerce in the
country of 1.2 billion …
- Jayant Kumar Nath, 2013-15, SIMS
India, with the world’s second largest population, is also one of the biggest markets that
the whole world wants to cater to. It’s not physical possible for every other company to
come and open its industries and retail shops here; even the local companies are looking
for a smarter way to reach to the customers. E-commerce comes to the rescue of both
the customers and marketers. In India, although we haven’t seen much of E-commerce
even though it’s been around for 17 years – it was in 1996 that the first online
matrimonial portal was launched. Over the years, although it’s not right to say that Ecommerce in India is a falling giant, but it is correct to presume that it’s a tree which is
trying to grow longer and stronger after every storm.
The government of India has made sure that E-commerce comes up in a big way and to
do so they have taken steps of introducing the NTP policy 2011 by which they want to
increase the internet penetration in all parts of country. Aided by increase in broadband
connections, introduction of 3G schemes and the soon to be launched 4G, the Indian
internet users have started to increase the amount of time they spend online. The
transactions have become all the more secure with the use of one time payment’s,
payment gateways and specific transaction processes. Earlier cyber cafés used to be the
primary source of access for all internet users, and so not many people would have tried
to do transactions online for fear of safety. But things have changed now, and people
have internet access at their homes. It has become convenient for customers with safety
needs and for marketers as well, to do consumer analysis by checking out consumers’ IP
addresses. There has been a reduction in the price of access to internet over the last
decade and spread of user base has increased to non-metro cities. Since per capita
plastic cards in India are very low i.e. debit cards and credit cards, successful transactions
through them are not where they were expected. But this provides an opportunity to
make the system more efficient, which can be done in a step by step approach. Ecommerce players have come up with new transaction models like COD (cash on
delivery) to aid the transactions. Mobile payment options have also shown a tendency to
increase in the near future. Number of people transacting online will go up too.
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E-commerce has transformed the way retailing is done in India in many aspects. Small
town customers are able to buy goods which were not available to them in their local
stores. Due the rapid urbanization, some of the city customers don’t want to undertake
the pain of driving in traffic jams and then finding space to buy the daily necessaties.
Logistic companies stand to benefit from the E-commerce company as well who would
happily pay hefty sums to ensure timely delivery of their goods to customers. The retail
shops have made arrangements with these E-commerce companies to sell their goods
and in a way collaborating mutual benefits.

To summarize, E-commerce in India will have to bank upon the various facets of the
industry like internet speed and connectivity which still eludes many. The second point
which is to prime importance is how well the companies can take advantage of the
boom in mobile devices, tablets and other technological innovations and convert them
into more internet users who are willing to do trading online. Lastly, security is of utmost
importance in the E- commerce business and transactions, so how well the government
of India is able to manage that with help of RBI should also come into prime focus.
Reference – Rebirth of E-commerce in India: A Report by Ernst & Young
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Personality
Frederick Winslow Taylor – The Father
of Scientific Management
“It is only through enforced standardization of
methods, enforced adoption of the best implements and
working conditions, and enforced cooperation that this faster
work can be assured. And the duty of enforcing the adoption
of standards and enforcing this cooperation rests
with management alone.”

Frederick Winslow Taylor, also known widely as the father of scientific management, was
an American mechanical engineer who sought to improve industrial efficiency and the
eventual work output through a multitude of scientific methods, most of which involved
time and work measurement. He is regarded as the father of scientific management and
was one of the first management consultants. He was one of the first management
consultants and intellectual leaders of the era of industrialisation in the early 20th
century.
Born in 1856 in Pennsylvania, Taylor's father was a Princeton-educated lawyer while his
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mother was an ardent abolitionist. Early education was provided by the latter, following
which he studied in Philips Exeter Academy, New Hampshire with an aim to enter
Harvard to become a lawyer like his father. In 1874, Taylor passed the Harvard entrance
examinations with honours. However, it is said that his rapidly deteriorating eyesight
forced him to choose a very different path.
Taylor then became an apprentice patternmaker and machinist at Enterprise Hydraulic
Works in Philadelphia, where he gained valuable shop floor experience. However, he left
his apprenticeship for six months to represent a group of New England machine-tool
manufacturers at Philadelphia's centennial exposition. Taylor finally finished his fouryear apprenticeship and in 1878 became a machine-shop labourer at Midvale Steel
Works. At Midvale, he was quickly promoted to time clerk, journeyman machinist, gang
boss over the lathe hands, machine shop foreman, research director, and finally chief
engineer of the works (while maintaining his position as machine shop foreman). Taylor's
quick promotions were a clear recognition of the talent he possessed.
The development of his techniques of work measurement began during these days at
Midvale. When working as a labourer and machinist, Taylor recognized that workmen
were not working their machines, or themselves, nearly as hard as they could and that
this was resulting in high labour costs for the company. On becoming a foreman, he
expected more output from the workmen and in order to determine how much work
should properly be expected he began to study and analyse the productivity of both the
men and the machines. His focus on the human component of production eventually
became Scientific Management, while the focus on the machine component led to his
famous metal-cutting and materials innovations.
From 1890 until 1893 Taylor worked as a general manager and a consulting engineer to
management for the Manufacturing Investment Company of Philadelphia, a company
that operated large paper mills in Maine and Wisconsin. In 1893, Taylor opened an
independent consulting practice in Philadelphia as a consulting engineer for
systematizing shop management and manufacturing costs. Through these consulting
experiences, Taylor perfected his management system. Then in 1898, he
joined Bethlehem Steel in order to solve an expensive machine-shop capacity problem.
As a result, high speed steel was developed, paving the way for greatly increased mass
production. Back at Bethlehem Steel, Taylor was forced to leave in 1901 due to a discord
with other managers.
After this departure, Taylor focused the rest of his career on publicly promoting his
management and machining methods through lecturing, writing, and consulting. In 1910,
owing to the Eastern Rate Case, Frederick Winslow Taylor and his Scientific Management
methodologies become famous worldwide. In 1911, Taylor introduced his The Principles
of Scientific Management paper to the American mechanical engineering society, eight
years after his shop management paper.
Taylor's scientific management consisted of four main principles. First, replacing the
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work methods with methods based on a scientific study of the tasks. Second,
scientifically selecting, training, and developing each employee rather than passively
leaving them to train themselves. Thirdly, providing detailed instructions and supervision
to each worker in the performance of the particular task. And finally, dividing work
nearly equally between managers and workers, so that the managers could apply
scientific management principles to plan the work and the workers actually performed
the tasks accordingly.
One of his most famous techniques of work study was the stopwatch time study, which
he further combined with Frank Gilbreth’s motion study to create the time and motion
study. Taylor also had very clear ideas about how incentives should work. At Midvale, he
used time studies to set daily production quotas. Incentives would be paid to those
reaching their daily goal. Those who didn't reach their goal would get the differential
rate, a much lower pay.
His most famous publications are ‘Principles of Scientific Management’, ‘A Piece-Rate
System’, ‘Shop Management’, ‘On the Art of Cutting Metals’ and ‘Concrete Costs’, of
which the ‘Principles of Scientific Management’ became one of the most referred books
in industrial establishments all across the globe. On October 19, 1906, Taylor was
awarded an honorary degree of Doctor of Science by the University of Pennsylvania.
Taylor eventually became a professor at the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth
College. Taylor was also an accomplished tennis player, and had proposed various
developments in both tennis and golf.
Although his works are greatly appreciated even in today’s industrial corners, he was not
always in the good books of every management consultant, most notably, Henry
Mintzberg, who criticised Taylor’s methods as an obsession with efficiency which allowed
measureable benefits to overshadow less quantifiable social benefits completely, thus
resulting in a complete disregard of social values.

“I can say, without the slightest hesitation, that the science of
handling pig-iron is so great that the man who is physically able to
handle pig-iron and sufficiently phlegmatic and stupid to choose this
for his occupation is rarely able to comprehend the science of
handling pig-iron at all.”
- Frederick Winslow Taylor (March 20, 1856 – March 21, 1915)
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